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OOCL vessel blamed for crane
collapse at Taiwan port

Second crane and several containers damaged in Port of
Kaohsiung accident.
An empty vessel struck a laden cargo ship and caused
the collapse of a gantry crane, damage of another as well
as more than two dozen containers and the injury of a
worker at the Port of Kaohsiung in Taiwan on June 3.

OVERVIEW:

OOCL vessel blamed for crane
collapse at Taiwan port

Coronavirus controls pushing
China’s southern container
ports to limit, sending freight
rates soaring

Air cargo capacity to be cut
back for slack season, despite
China port delays

April air cargo uptick may have
signalled 'false dawn' for
recovery as May dips

5 reasons global shipping costs
will continue to rise
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One gantry crane collapsed and a second

was damaged after being hit by a vessel at

the Port of Kaohsiung in Taiwan.

OOCL vessel blamed for
crane collapse at
Taiwan port

The Taiwan International Ports Corp. reported on

its website that at 11:21 a.m. local time June 3 the

OOCL Durban, “while maneuvering toward its

assigned berth” at Wharf No. 66 at the Port of

Kaohsiung, “collided with a stationary vessel

berthed at Wharf No. 70 and a gantry crane at the

same wharf. The incident caused the collapse of the

gantry crane and the injury of a port worker, who

was rushed to the hospital for treatment.”

An empty vessel struck a laden cargo

ship and caused the collapse of a gantry

crane, damage of another as well as

more than two dozen containers and the

injury of a worker at the Port of

Kaohsiung in Taiwan on June 3.

The condition of the worker, who

reportedly was operating the crane

when the collision occurred, was unable

to be determined by American Shipper.

But Port of Kaohsiung officials said he

suffered a cut to the arm. Two crane

maintenance workers were temporarily

trapped but were said to have been

rescued unharmed. 

The port officials said that around 30 to

50 containers aboard the berthed cargo

ship, identified as the YM Constancy,

were damaged when it was struck by

the OOCL Durban. 

Second crane and several containers damaged

in Port of Kaohsiung accident
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It said that while the Yang Ming

vessel “suffered minor damage, the

gantry crane (GC8) experienced

complete collapse and, during its

fall, severely damaged adjacent

gantry crane (GC6).”

Stated in a report posted with

multiple videos of the accident, local

media was told the harbormaster’s

office saw the Durban coming too

close to the Constancy and issued a

warning to adjust the direction and

speed.

Orient Overseas Container Line

charters the Durban and

acknowledged in a corporate

message that an “incident caused

the collapse of the gantry crane and

the injury of a port worker.” 

“THE ESTIMATED VALUE OF THE
LOSS TO THE AFFECTED
CONTAINERS REMAINS TO BE
INVESTIGATED.”
“The original construction cost of the two affected cranes
is approximately NT$600 million ($21.6 million),” 
Taiwan International Ports said.

In its brief message, OOCL said the

Durban was not carrying any cargo,

no damage to the vessel hull had

been observed and that the cause of

the incident was under investigation. 

According to MarineTraffic, the

OOCL Durban, with a carrying

capacity of 8,476 twenty-foot

equivalent units (TEUs), had sailed

to Taiwan from Shenzhen, China. In

early May, the Durban had called

ports in Australia. 

The YM Constancy, built just this

year, has a carrying capacity of

2,940 TEUs. According to

VesselFinder, it had called Shenzhen,

Malaysia and Singapore before

sailing for Kaohsiung. 

RESPONDERS
INSPECT DAMAGE AT
THE PORT OF
KAOHSIUNG IN
TAIWAN.
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Our ability to

attract and

collaborate

closely with

world-class

partners is a

major strength

of this

programme.

PHILADELPHIA AIRPORT
EXPANDS ITS AIRFREIGHT
FACILITIES AND CAPABILITIES
Philadelphia International Airport (PHL) is expanding its
air cargo facility by 136 acres and will almost triple its
airfreight warehousing space.

The expansion plan includes the

construction of cargo buildings totaling

more than 1m sq ft, bringing the coverage to

1.4m sq ft. Also, the hub has been approved

to construct more than 5m sq ft of taxiway

and apron pavement to accommodate

increased aircraft operations.

To support its expansion and cargo handling

capabilities, PHL has formed a partnership

with Aviation Facilities Company (AFCO)

and has also become a member of TIACA.

On the other hand, PHL has already

invested $90m through airport revenue

bonds and some small grants to enable the

development of the site. These projects

include an environmental assessment, a

$30m wetlands mitigation project, the

construction of a $40m aircraft parking

apron and the $22m relocation of a 1-mile

stretch of road that currently bisects the

property.

Stephanie Wear, director of air service

development and cargo services at PHL,

commented that they have a huge

opportunity to become one of the most

successful cargo airports on the East Coast,

focusing on speed, efficiency and quality.

Chellie Cameron, chief executive of PHL,

added that this initiative will have a massive

economic impact on the region and cement

Philadelphia’s status as an intermodal

logistics hub.

“We are thrilled to begin this work in

partnership with our interdisciplinary

partners to drive both immediate and long-

term growth.”

PHL said its expansion programme has the

potential to create around 28,000 jobs and

drive billions of dollars in direct economic

impact to the region in coming years.
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A total of 120 locally transmitted coronavirus cases have been

found across Guangdong province since May 21. Guangdong

has upgraded its lockdown conditions, barring over 320,000

residents from leaving their homes or local communities in

Guangzhou and nearby cities including Foshan, Shenzhen,

Dongguan, while also conducting mass testing. 

Capacity at major ports in China’s southern manufacturing hub

is being pushed to the limit by tighter coronavirus controls,

with the delays spreading over the world’s busiest port cluster

set to further exacerbate global container shortages.

Therefore, industry insiders nationwide are predicting that

freight rates are expected to continue to rise to record levels in

the second half of the year.

DANISH SHIPPING GIANT MAERSK SAID
“We see traffic congestion and it could take five

hours for empty container pick up or laden

container gate-in,” and “increased congestion and

delays upwards of 15 days are expected at Yantian

port,” on June 8.

“Operations in the eastern area of Yantian port were

around 30 percent below normal, while all

operations in the western area of the port have been

suspended until further notice.” 

The number of days containers are allowed

to enter the port ahead of the vessel’s

estimated arrival time has been cut at most

ports, with Yantian reducing the window to

three days from four having initially

stopped all container traffic for four days

at the end of May.

Officials at Nansha port insisted on June 7

that operations were “running normally”,

but truck drivers are required to have

booked in advance and they must be able to

present a negative coronavirus test

conducted within 72 hours, all of which is

expected to greatly affect capacity.

Coronavirus controls pushing
China’s southern container
ports to limit, sending freight
rates soaring
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Some major international shipping companies

have announced plans to omit terminals in

southern China in favor of other ports,

including Shanghai, leading to increased

costs.

Freight rates between Shanghai and

Rotterdam have grown to US$10,462 per 40-

foot container, a year on year increase of 518

percent.

According to the World Container index from

Drewry, the world’s leading independent

provider of research and consulting services

to the maritime and shipping industry, prices

have increased by 3.3 per cent to

US$6,463.78 per 40-foot container – a

record since the index began in 2011.

Skyrocketing Freight Rates

Xie Jun, an Hangzhou-based exporting

manufacturer said that the epidemic in

Guangdong has affected their delivery

schedule in Zhejiang, referring to Ningbo-

Zhoushan port near Shanghai. “Freight prices

are also skyrocketing from Zhejiang to India.”

The epidemic in
Guangdong has

affected our delivery
schedule in Zhejiang.

Freight prices are also
skyrocketing from
Zhejiang to India
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EFFECTS OF YANTIAN
PORT CONGESTION

S a f e t y  m e a s u r e s  a f t e r  a  C O V I D - 1 9  o u t b r e a k  h a v e  l i m i t e d  t h r o u g h p u t  a t  o n e  o f
t h e  w o r l d ' s  l a r g e s t  o c e a n  g a t e w a y s .

Three weeks ago, ocean carriers began contacting shippers to let them know another

COVID-19 outbreak was impacting supply chains.

The MSC in a June 2 customer advisory about the port in Shenzhen, China said that “A

number of COVID-19 cases had emerged at the Yantian International Container

Terminal last week, and tightened health and safety measures have been rolled out by

local authorities." The port had been operating at 30% of its capacity. According to

Florian Braun, Head of Ocean, EMEA at Flexport, operations of the port have returned

to 70% capacity now. And according to the state-run China Daily, the port will expect to

resume Full operations on later this month.

 

Braun said that "Still a huge backlog stocked up due to a drop in capacity to 30% in the

last weeks," Drewry said it has already resulted in an uptick in rates on major East-West

trade lanes, which could spread to other lanes over time. The Principal Consultant at

Drewry Supply Chains Advisory, Hind Chitty said that "In addition, the overall surge in

transport cost may causes shortages of goods across the world, and trigger inflation."

Braun said that "We
still could see up to 67

Container vessels
waiting in South China

to get a berthing
window for Nansha and

Shekou."As carriers
warned customers

about Yantian, it often
came with news of

cancelled sailings for
the port facility. This
means that an ocean

market already low on
capacity is losing
valuable room for

cargo.
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Dwell time in days

According to CNBC reporting, the backups at the port have
resulted in a build-up of exports in the container gateway. By one

estimate, about 300,000 TEUs are at the facility waiting to be
exported. The stacks of containers built up have led to availability

issues with reefer plugs.
Carriers, including ONE and

CMA CGM, have implemented
reefer surcharges due to

the congestion. CMA CGM's
surcharge is listed as $1,250

per reefer container, telling
its customers that "most
reefer plugs are already

being occupied" at Yantian.

2018 volume in millions of TEUs

According to the port's figures, the
safety measures have dramatically

limited throughput at one of the world's
largest ocean gateways. Yantian alone

handled 13.3 million TEUs in 2020,
according to Flexport.

Yantian is part of the third 
busiest gateway in the world

Discharge dwell more than
tripled

2018 volume in millions of TEUs

Blank sailings take capacity
out of service

The uptick in blank sailings for
Yantian means that exports are
being left behind as capacity is taken
out of the system. A note from project44
said the backlog could take weeks to
work through even "in this best-case
scenario." And it came less than three months after the blockage of the Suez, during an
environment in which schedule reliability for ocean carriers is already near record lows and
rates are already surging for shippers. A Vice President of Marketing at project44 Josh Brazil
said that "Even shipments not directly 
impacted by the Yantian situation could feel 
the impact, as carriers adjust their networks 
to avoid congestion at YICT." 
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Ships at anchor

As the port's operations have
slowed, ships at anchor have had

to wait for longer. Figures from
Spire show that the number of

ships at anchor has averaged
about 20 throughout June. On

June 16, Spire noted a 72%
decline in port traffic compared to

the previous week and a 99% increase in waiting times over the same period. The number of
ships waiting to call the port could be much greater, as vessels wait in the South China Sea or

make their way toward Yantian. A Hapag-Lloyd spokesperson told The Wall Street Journal
that about 50 ships are waiting to call in at Yantian.

Port closures lead to anchorage
backups

Blank sailings surge in
June

Maersk alone noted this week that 
19 of its sailings would be 
impacted by the continued issues 
at Yantian. Hapag-Lloyd 
announced more than a dozen 
sailings that were impacted. "Over 
the period of June 1 to June 15, 
298 container vessels with a combined total capacity of over three million TEUs skipped the
port, a 300-percent increase in blank sailings in one month," project44 said in a note last
week. Hapag-Lloyd said it had diverted sailings to the nearby Nansha and Hong Kong. Chitty
said and Drewry's figures show that as wait time has begun to ease in Yantian, it has surged in
Hong Kong due to these diversions over the last three weeks.

The port's lowered operating capacity
has slowed loading and discharging of

cargo from vessels at Yantian. FourKites
in a June 15 note on the port said that

"Dwell loading times have increased
122% in the last two weeks, while dwell
departure times increased 242% during

the same time period".

Ships at anchor

Dwell time in days

Loading dwell more than
doubled
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“We are not seeing many orders being converted
currently from ocean to air – it’s curious. The
market has softened, and I am not sure why really.”
He expressed that air freight rates may have
become “so high that it is not viable or feasible”.

A Shanghai-based Chinese forwarder agreed, “I am
not aware of any increasing air freight demand
caused by Yantian port congestion, due to a huge
price difference. I reckon few shipments are so
important that they need to swap to air freight.” He
said that while rates had softened during May, they
had been steady since. But he added, “due to the
current low-price level, I have heard some airlines
will hold back some regular ‘passenger freighter
services starting from July. Also, the frequency of
some charters might be either reduced or
canceled.” “I guess we will see more of those in July
and the first half of August. Then, because of less
supply, we might expect a price rise once again.”

Air cargo capacity to be cut
back for slack season, 
despite China port delays
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The chaos and congestion in southern China ports
have yet to significantly impact air freight, which
saw a dramatic lull in demand towards the end of
May. Carriers are expected to cut capacity slightly,
as air cargo moves into its traditional low-demand
months of the year.

One European forwarder said that the “ex-China air
freight market fell off the proverbial cliff edge” in
May. “But other areas are still buoyant, not mega,
but reasonable levels – South-east Asia, Indian sub-
continent and Bangladesh are incredibly busy.
There are definitely some flights being canceled, or
simply not operated, which stops losses if freight is
slack and decreases supply, pushing up demand.”

He added that the Suez crisis in March saw “a
decent amount of distressed ocean freight moving
by air due to delays” – but despite predictions that
the port congestion in Yantian and other southern
Chinese ports would have a bigger impact on supply
chains than the canal blockage, he said there hadn’t
been a modal shift. 
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The air freight market has

become harder to analyze, with

charters and passenger

freighters creating different rate

levels. Charter brokers said they

had seen constant demand. “We

have been booking passenger

freighters for charters constantly

since the beginning of Covid, so

no change there,” said Mike Hill,

senior VP Asia Pacific for Air

Partner. “In fact, now the only

difference is that these aircraft

are rarely [chartered] for PPE,

but for general cargo, ever since

the sea freight woes of port

congestions and container

shortages began.

He said the market dropped

briefly in May, following the

recovery after the Suez blockage,

with more freighters available for

charter, and at lower rates. He

added: “The passenger-freighter

rates however don’t seem so

dynamic in reacting to market

fluctuations. This is probably due

to some passenger-freighter

capacity being taken out as more

aircraft are refitted for

passenger operations following

the loosening of some Covid

restrictions.

“Currently, the competitiveness

of passenger freighters over

freighters is less significant than

it used to be.” He said there was

a noticeable increase in charter

demand for June, and Air Partner

was looking again to passenger-

freighters, as there was low

availability of normal freighters.

“We can expect rates to rise

again.”

Air Charter Service told The

Loadstar: “It’s very hard to

unpick what additional demand is

coming from sea port congestion,

what’s coming from the Covid-19

outbreak in Guangdong

(resulting in truckers not

wanting to do cross border Hong

Kong/Guangdong or

Guangdong/rest of China), and

what is simply regular airfreight.”

Meanwhile, Lufthansa Cargo

revealed it had operated 50

passenger-freighter flights since

December for customer

EgeTrans Internationale,

shipping parts for the

agricultural and utility vehicle

industries. It has operated some

1,500 passenger-freighter flights

since the pandemic began.

“ TH E  PASS ENGER

FR E I GH T ERS  HAV E  BE EN

V ERY  COMPE T I T I V E  F OR

D ENS E  CARGO ,  COMPARED

W I TH  F R E I GH T ER  RA T E S . ”
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